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Overview of May 18th meeting 

Synopsis of what was approved by the attending Committee: 
 Definition and explanation of alarm types (local & commercial). 

 
 Explanation of reporting districts for alarm types. 

 
 Call codes for the aforementioned alarm types. 

 
 Apparatus typing and equipment designation. 

 
 Apparatus survey to be completed by departments. 
General discussion about the length of REAL TIME dispatch, the need to 
include SAR, Sanofi, and Tobyhanna Army Depot into the equipment 
survey. 

Question or concerns 

 



Apparatus Radio Designation 

 If your department has only ONE (1) specific type of apparatus, it will 
not be necessary to utilize an additional number.  

 Example: Rescue Engine 27 
 

 If your department has more than one specific type of apparatus, then 
you should use that number designation. 

  Example: Engine 38, Engine 38-4, Engine 38-6 
  
The projected designation are put forth to ensure there is a proper match to 
the CAD apparatus codes used by the Monroe Co. Control Center. 



Approved Apparatus Radio and CAD Codes 

 L   > Ladder 
 
 E   > Engine 
 
 SE > Supply Engine 
 
 RE > Rescue Engine 
 
 R   > Rescue 
 
 TA > Tanker 
 
 BR > Brush 

 F        > Fire Station 
 

 U       > Utility 
 

 RIT   > Rapid Int. Team 
 

 QRS  > QRS Unit 
 

 TRAF > Traffic 
 

 BLS  > Ambulance 
 

 MP> Mini-Pumper 

 



Apparatus CAD Display 

 Sta. 21- F21, L21, R21, E213, E216 
 

 Sta. 34- F34, L34, R34, RE34, E34, BR34, BR342, TRAF34, RIT34 
 

 Sta. 27- F27, RE27, E27, R27, TA2710, TA276, BR27, BR274, U27,                     
     TRAF27 
 

 Sta. 32- F32, RE325, RE324, SE32, BR32, TA3211, U32 
 

 Sta. 41- F41, L41, RE412, RE413, U41, U414, TR41, BOAT41  



Apparatus Status 

 Apparatus status shall be maintained with the Monroe Co. Control 

Center at all times.   
 Departments placing apparatus out of service (maintenance, etc) shall 

relay such information via telephone to the Monroe Co. Control 
Center. 

 Apparatus placed out of service during an incident shall be done via 
the radio system. 

 When apparatus is placed out of service the Communications Center 
shall document under station apparatus status. 

 Information being documented will be; Officer/Member who is putting 
unit OOS along with the issue. 

 The reason for this documentation is for your records in the case that 
apparatus should not have been placed OOS. 



Apparatus Stand-by 

 Apparatus that is being assigned for a stand-by or move up assignment 
will now be placed into the move up location.  

 This will allow the CAD to recommend this apparatus for any further 
calls for the move up station. 

 The only exception is if the assigned apparatus is remaining available 
for their first due coverage area. 

 Example- E34 is dispatched for a move up to Station 32. E34 is not 
going to respond to their local calls. This unit will now be placed into 
the F32 “station” and will show available for any further calls in 
Station 32’s coverage area. 



Apparatus Response 

 Apparatus that are due on an assignment shall notify the Monroe Co. 
Control Center of their response. 

 It is suggested that if multiple apparatus are leaving station at one time 
the OIC from one apparatus, or one “apparatus” shall place all 
responding units enroute. (This will cut down on unneeded radio 
traffic) 

Manpower Reporting 
 Units should report there staffing when responding. 
 Manpower shall be reported as a single number with no other 

qualifiers. 
 Example- E34 responding with 4. 
 This will help the OIC know his staffing as well as the dispatchers 

working the incident. 



Arriving on Scene 

 All apparatus shall advise of their arrival to the scene. 
 Apparatus arriving on a second, third, etc. alarm fire will also need to 

report on scene and notify command for assignment. 
 The first arriving Chief / Officer shall advise they are on scene with 

MCCC. 
 Chief or Officer shall establish “Command” and will be placed on this 

incident for further acknowledgements or information relay. 
 It is imperative that apparatus call enroute and on scene to ensure the 

next due run cards for your department and neighboring departments 
are accurate. 

 
 



Clearing & Available from Incident 

 All Apparatus shall advise when they are “Available” from an 
incident. 

 An acknowledgement will be given for all apparatus returning to 
service. 

 Chief or Incident Command shall be the only officer advising they are 
available.  

 All other officers assigned to the incident for specific rolls will be 
cleared unless otherwise advised by the IC. 

 The Monroe Co. Control Center will close the incident upon the last 
unit clearing the scene  

 The incident shall also be closed if the Chief / OIC clears all units from 
the scene. 

 At no time will apparatus advise they are “off radio” or “in quarters”. 
 



Dispatch Format 

 All Fire/Rescue incidents dispatched by MCCC will be announced in 
the following format. 

 When an incident is for the “Home” station only it will be dispatched 
how it is currently done.  

 This will be announced as follows “Station 37 to respond”. 
 

 Example 1- If the run card shows F34 E34 RE34 L34 R34  
 This will be stated as above bullet. 

 
 Example 2- If the run card shows F38 E38 E384 U38 L38 L21 RIT34 
     This will be a verbal dispatch of Station 38, L21, and RIT34 to respond 



Dispatch Format Continued 

 This is being done to shorten the dispatch by eliminating the 
announcement of all units assigned to the alarm from the home 
department. 

 
 Apparatus will be labeled out with in the CAD run card. 
 
 If there is a home station response along with additional units to 

the run card, those additional units will be verbally announced 
as stated before. 
 



Officer Standardization  

 In efforts to minimize and standardize radio traffic, Monroe Co. 
Control Center will adopt the following policy. 

 The Monroe Co. Control Center shall acknowledge and provide the 
first responding line officer and next responding chief with full 
dispatch information. 

 In order to standardize the officer ranking the following terms will be 
utilized by all departments. 

 Departments must maintain radio discipline on any given incident and 
it is suggested that only chief officers or designees and apparatus 
should sign on their assigned fire channel. 

 By doing the above the radio channel will remain clear for emergency 
traffic only. 

 One thing up for discussion is the possibility to have chief officers and 
apparatus only on the assign fire channel. 



Officer Continued 

 Fire Chief- Is considered the chief officer, is also the highest rank in 
the department / company. 

 Deputy Chief- Is considered a chief officer, is usually the 2nd highest 
ranking Line Officer. ** not used by all departments 

 Assistant Chief- Is considered a chief officer, is usually the 2nd or 3rd 
highest ranking line officer. 

 Captain- Line officer which is below a Deputy and Asst. Chief 
 Lieutenant- Line officer below a captain. 
 Safety Officer- In charge of firefighter safety on the fireground. 
 Engineer- In charge of vehicle maintenance. 
 Fire Police- Controls traffic and crowd control at a public safety 

incident such as fire or accident. 



Fire Officer Radio Designation 

 7 - Department Chief 
 

 8 > 8-9 – Deputy / Asst. Chief 
 

 9 > 9-6 – Captains, Lieutenants, 
Engineers, Asst Engineers 
 

 9-7 – Fire Police Captain 
 

 9-8 > 9-9 – Fire Police 
Lieutenant (s) 
 

 S-1 > S-9 – Safety Officer 

 Officers shall be numbered in 
the following manner to ensure 
standardization and easy 
identification within the 
Monroe County fire service. 
 

 The first two digits represent 
the Station identifier. 
 

 The the remaining 3rd & 4th 
digits represent the Officers 
rank. 



Special Fire Police Radio Designation 

 Assignment of the individual identification number, with the exception 
of the Captain(s) and Lieutenant(s), shall be left to the individual fire 
company. 
 

 The Fire Police Captain will always be "9-7" and the Lieutenant (s) 
will always be "9-8 and 9-9". 
 

 Remaining Fire Police designees will be assigned sequential numbers 
beginning with "FP-3". Example: 43-FP-3 
 

 Fire Police Captains and Lieutenants will be permitted to use their 
assigned fire channel for emergency situations only.  



Fire Police Continued 

 One Fire Police Officer from the company with jurisdiction to an 
incident involving only Fire Police duties should advise the 
Communications Center of His or Her response status. 

 Only the highest ranking Fire Police Officer shall keep status with the 
communications center for a fire police incident. 

 At NO time will any Fire Police Officer(s) maintain their status with 
the communications center on a full department response.  

 The only exception to this rule is if the said Fire Police Officer is first 
on scene and can provide a proper size up of the incident. 

 This Fire Police policy is to minimize radio traffic on a working fire 
channel. 



Station / Apparatus Realerting 

 If after the initial dispatch an officer or piece of apparatus does not go 
enroute after three (3) minutes the MCCC will realert the first (1) 
alarm department(s) as pre-designated. 

 If after four (4) additional minutes (total of 7 minutes) only an officer 
is on the air, the MCCC will ask the officer his/her wishes on a re-
dispatch 

 If after the total of seven (7) minutes no units (officer or apparatus) is 
responding, and no one has acknowledged the dispatch the MCCC will 
alert the next due Alarm. 

 MCCC will re-alert the 1st alarm followed by the 2nd alarm based on 
the pre-designated run card and alarm type. 



Re-alerting Continued 

 Why extend the alerting times? 
 The projected way of dispatching is going to be more apparatus based, 

therefore we have looked at the average response time for apparatus. It 
is on average that any said piece of apparatus is enroute within 7-9 
minutes. This will obviously vary from department to department and 
weather. 

 Why alert the next alarm without approval? 
 MCCC currently has a policy for replacing departments after they fail 

to respond. This is going to play the same role as currently practiced, 
only change will be call type specific as to what the 2nd alarm will 
consist of created by the home department. 
 



Re-alerting Continued 

 Again any type of dispatch response can be modified real time and 
verbally by the department OIC deemed appropriate for any situation. 
 

 This new procedure is to enhance all departments response to incidents 
in consideration of the current manpower and mutual aide challenges. 
 

 This new program was not developed to force departments to respond 
faster to incidents, but is designed to enhance response as well as to 
improve the utilization of assets to any given incident. 

 
 
 



Questions? 

On behalf of the MCCC Fire ROG committee we would 
like to thank the entire committee for your hard work and 

dedication to this project.  
 

Please continue to educate those who have not attended 
or are not apart of the committee. This will be a big help 

when the time comes to roll out the project.  
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